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Abstract : 

For a long time, Germany was classified as a corporatist-conservative welfare state whose 

family policy suffered from a serious modernization deficit. Quite surprisingly, under a Grand 

Coalition Government (2005-2009), deep reforms changed the German family policy into a 

reconciliation policy. What explains this successful modernization in a policy area in which so 

many other reform initiatives have failed? We contend that the study of leadership adds to our 

understanding of how this reform succeeded. We argue that Christian Democratic Minister of 

Family Ursula von der Leyen aptly built political alliances for a considerable expansion of 

family policy: In 2007, the former means-tested parenting benefit was replaced by an earnings-

related benefit, thereby expanding the circle of potential recipients considerably. In 2008, a 

massive expansion of childcare facilities was written into law. The paper compares the two 

reforms and analyses the formation of new political alliances and cleavages in these two fields. 

While the circumstances of the reforms were different, in both cases female leadership played 

an important role in each. Drawing on the veto player model, the new social risks approach, and 

political leadership we demonstrate that the political leadership of Minister of Family Ursula 

von der Leyen played a crucial role in facilitating new alliances and securing compromises in 

the conservative welfare state. We conclude that leadership can play an important role in 

organizing effective agency and achieve successful reforms in the field of family policy. 
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Reform Alliances in German Family Policy: The Importance of Political 

Leadership 
 

 

1. Introduction 

In structural and institutional accounts of policy-making leadership plays only a marginal role. 

Decision-making is most commonly understood as determined largely by structural and 

institutional prerequisites and necessities. While we generally concur with this perspective, we 

have found that in an analysis of paradigmatic policy change it is also important to investigate 

the sources of new policy ideas. These sources are often political leaders who decide to change 

the course they are pursuing and articulate a new direction, and do so with the help of new 

alliances and coalition partners. This paper analyses this kind of important turning point and 

examines the critical role of political leadership in reform processes.  

The grand coalition in Germany (2005-2009) between the conservative parties (CDU 

and CSU) and the social democrats (SPD) achieved substantial and unexpected reforms in the 

realm of family policy. Prior to the emergence of the grand coalition, Germany was described 

as “suffering from a modernization deficit” in the field of family policy (Gottschall and Bird 

2003, 131). The reforms enacted by the grand coalition were aimed at addressing low birth rates 

and a rising dependency ratio by increasing the labour market participation of women, 

particularly of mothers, by strengthening reconciliation policy. Thus a Scandinavian-type, 

earnings-related parenting benefit was introduced in 2007, followed by a major expansion of 
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childcare facilities for children under 3 in 2008. For a conservative-corporatist welfare state, 

with a characteristic emphasis on the family as the main provider of caring tasks (Esping-

Andersen 1990; 1999), these reforms represent a paradigmatic social and political shift. 

Moreover, the reforms are surprising because they contradict a century of conservative 

politics and institutional development and were pushed through under the leadership of 

Christian Democratic Chancellor Angela Merkel, and her Minister of Family Affairs, Ursula von 

der Leyen. Thus a conservative party and Minister of Family Affairs have seriously weakened 

the traditional familialism of the German welfare state. One way to understand the CDU’s 

surprising ability to change direction would be to see it as a “Nixon goes to China” strategy 

(von Wahl 2008). This phrase refers to the American President Richard Nixon’s ability to 

initiate rapprochement with China in the 1970s because his status as a staunchly anti-

communist Republican protected him from accusations of being soft on communism. Similarly, 

conservative critics could not assail von der Leyen, a CDU member and mother of seven 

children, as undermining the traditional family.  

But how can we explain the success of a Christian Democratic minister in a policy area 

where so many others failed? To answer this question we draw on insights generated by three 

theoretical approaches: First, the veto player theory (Tsebelis 1995; 2002), second, the debate 

on new social risks (NSR) (Bonoli 2005; Esping-Andersen 1999; Häusermann 2006), and third, 

explanations that emphasize the role of political leadership in shaping reform processes 

(Elcock 2001; Glaab 2007 and 2008).  

The paper develops two related arguments. First, in the case of the parenting benefit, 

the assumptions behind the new social risk literature explain the dynamics of the parental 

leave reform quite well. In this case, a new interest coalition, with employers acting as indirect 

veto players, supported the successful passage of the transformation. However, in the case of 

the expansion of childcare, the dynamics and outcome of the reform were different. In this 

case, political veto players like the right/Southern wing of the CDU in Bavaria, the CSU, and the 

states (Länder) successfully blocked reform until considerable financial concessions and 

changes to the law were made. In both cases, however, the Minister of Family played a crucial 

role in facilitating new alliances and securing compromises. We thus conclude that leadership 

matters—even in grand coalitions—for successful reform. 
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The paper begins with a brief presentation of these – the veto players, new social risks and 

leadership approaches, including a discussion of the central hypotheses derived from these 

approaches. We then turn to the analysis of our two empirical cases. We discuss the role of the 

central veto players in the realm of family policy and test our hypotheses in the two key 

reforms put forward by the grand coalition: the earnings-related parenting benefit and the 

expansion of childcare. After illustrating the usefulness and limits of the veto player approach, 

we address the impact of political actors and new reform coalitions as well as the crucial role 

of political leadership in the grand coalition’s reform process. Our empirical analysis is based 

on a process tracing analysis of the two reform processes; we use primary sources and media 

reports of the political process to identify the preferences and behavior of the relevant actors, 

and to demonstrate the causal effect of political leadership. 

 

2. Origins Reforms in Family Policy: Veto Players, New Political Alliances, or Leadership? 

 

2.1 The Veto Player Approach 

 

The veto player approach utilizes an institutional explanation of political change. George 

Tsebelis (1995; 2002) developed a model that facilitates hypotheses regarding the likelihood of 

reform in specific institutional settings. This approach has been increasingly applied to the 

analysis of social policy in Germany (Ahrens and Blum 2009; Däubler 2008; Merkel 2003). Veto 

players are individual and collective actors who are essential for changing the status quo. 

Tsebelis distinguishes among partisan, institutional, and other veto players. Partisan veto 

players are the governing parties; institutional veto players are the upper and lower House of 

Parliament (assuming we are discussing laws that need the legislative support of the Länder in 

Germany’s federalist system). In addition, other veto players may try to influence the political 

decision-making process, depending on the policy area in question. In this case, Tsebelis (1995, 

307) refers to supreme courts, employers associations, and unions, among others. Political 
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change is less likely with a high number of veto players and/or when the positions of veto 

players do not align. Thus, systems with many veto players risk getting stuck in reform 

blockades. 

Wolfgang Merkel (2003) has criticized Tsebelis’ approach and argued that the model is 

too static. In Tsebelis’ schema, the category of other veto players remains vague. For example, 

there needs to be stronger functional differentiation, because veto players have different 

roles, resources and interests. This means that different veto players can influence outcomes 

differently. Lastly, and most relevant to our analysis, the veto player model cannot account for 

strategies such as evasion, ‘buying’ or ‘bribing’ of veto players through package deals, pork 

barrels, and other financial or political incentives (Merkel 2003, 187). 

Taking this critique into account, we consider political and institutional veto players as 

necessary but not sufficient to explain political change. First, Tsebelis’ model does not enable 

us to explain sufficiently why and how the grand coalition tackled modernization of family 

policy, especially considering that conservative parties were the largest roadblock against 

increased employment of mothers and the expansion of childcare. Second, it needs to be 

explained why family policy was the area where reforms were successful while, in other areas, 

reforms failed. Why did conservatives profoundly change their position on this specific issue 

and how were the necessary reform coalitions built? In our view, the analysis of emerging and 

changing political interests of other actors and potential veto players provides additional and 

important insights. The starting point here is the literature on new social risks (NSR). This 

debate seeks to explain the conditions and processes that lead to political combat of new 

social risks, such as combining work and family or long-term unemployment (Bonoli 2005; 

Häusermann 2006; Seeleib-Kaiser 2009); it is based on a conflict-interest theory that puts the 

coalition of new or changing interests at its center.  

 

2.2 New Coalitions Against New Social Risks?  

Reconciliation of work and family is considered one of the welfare state policies against new 

social risks (NSR), which occur in the transformation from industrial to post-industrial societies. 

Along with the reconciliation of employment and family, the problem of long-term 
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unemployment is also considered a new social risk (Esping-Andersen 1999; Taylor-Gooby 

2004). Groups hit particularly hard by long-term unemployment are women, youth, and low-

skilled workers—all groups that have few resources to affect change. These groups are also   

characterized by low political participation and low political cohesion, factors that lead to a 

lack of effective political representation (Bonoli 2005).  

On the other hand, such groups do have some common social and political preferences 

and are of interest to parties as potential voters. Giuliano Bonoli (2005) argues that policies 

against NSR are the result of alliances and exchange-relations with other actors. He describes 

several mechanisms that can lead to such coalitions, such as modernizing compromises that 

combine cost containment in well-established social programs with increases in NSR 

payments. Bonoli also points out that in conservative welfare states the expansion of childcare 

and reconciliation policies might be in the best interests of employers as such reforms may 

increase female labor participation. These new coalitions with employers are the result of 

demographic changes and political resistance to immigration, which makes it necessary in 

conservative welfare states to locate potentially new workers. 

Thus an active labor market policy, expansion of childcare, and reconciliation policy 

can be in the interest of employers, who want to increase the employment rate of women in 

their businesses or want to keep qualified or trained employees. These theoretical arguments 

by Bonoli (2005) were supported by empirical evidence presented by Silja Häusermann (2006) 

in her empirical study on the last reform of the German parental leave benefit in 2001.i In her 

analysis, Häusermann describes the expansion of social rights for parents through a socially 

conservative alliance between the red-green federal government and the conservative parties, 

which went against the interests of employers as traditional partners of the conservative 

parties. Simultaneously, according to Häusermann, the government and employers concurred 

that an increase in female employment was desirable. In the end, however, the votes in 

parliament went along the traditional right-left axis, with the red-green government in favor 

and the conservatives against the reform.  

Bonoli (2005) and Häusermann (2006) thus focus on a specific congruence of interests 

argued as responsible for the result of the reform. However, the open question is: in such 

conflict-interest accounts of change, how do parties actually reach across the aisle? How do 
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they succeed in building a coalition of diverse and historically opposed interests? This, we 

contend, is where explanations from the research on executive political leadership fill a 

missing link and provide an important explanation. 

 

2.3 Political Leadership: Agency and the Political Process  

According to Ludger Helms (2000) and Manuela Glaab (2007) leadership is the result of 

conflicts among decision-makers in the context of institutions and rules with which they are 

confronted. Political leadership aims at making a difference – and thus affects change. An 

empirically based definition of political leadership focuses on the ability of governments to 

control decisions and reach specific political outcomes; to this end, strategies, tactics, 

techniques, and power resources are necessary. 

We refer in our analysis of political leadership to Howard Elcock’s model (2001), in 

which he distinguishes three functions of governing: governing roles, governance roles and 

allegiance roles. According to Elcock the governing roles of political leaders are their influence 

on government and administration (2001, 105ff.). This includes the definition of values, goals, 

their implementation, the co-ordination of administrative units, the reform of structures, and 

exercising the authority of the office. Governance roles are the result of the fragmentation of 

governmental agency and the desire to include civil-society and market-related actors (129ff). 

Governance roles also include the building of strategic alliances, networking, and the partial 

guarantee of implementation. 

 Allegiance roles are directed at the mobilization of political support (Elcock 2001, 

144ff).  Examples include the positive depiction of governmental action in the media and the 

monitoring of the effects of such actions through public opinion polls. In this respect, the 

allegiance roles of political leaders correspond to the communicative discourse that Vivian 

Schmidt (2002, 230) holds to be essential pre-requisite for explaining and legitimizing 

paradigmatic reforms to the public. Political leadership furthermore requires galvanizing the 

support of party members in order to secure the needed majorities by building alliances. 

Leaders should be respected, and possibly admired, persons of authority who lend legitimacy 

to the decisions made.  From this perspective, gender comes strongly into play. A number of 
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studies on women politicians have found that female decision-making is more directed 

towards consensus and participation (Han 2003; Karam and Lovenduski 2005). In light of the 

effect of gender on leadership style, it is possible to conclude that female politicians face 

particular challenges--particularly in the realm of conservative politics, where both consensus 

and inclusion are less highly valued.  

 

2.4 Adding Agency to the Veto Player Approach 

Tsebelis’ veto player approach allows us to focus on patterns and changes in institutionalized 

political power relations and provides a useful starting point for our analysis of family policy 

reform. It is at this point that we would like to add an emphasis on agency in the form of new 

political interests and leadership to this institutionalist approach. Our first thesis is that 

changing political majorities in the government and parliament are a necessary but not always 

sufficient precondition for change, a fact evidenced by other reforms that failed under the 

grand coalition (Egle and Zohlnhöfer 2010). The institutional rules of decision-making and 

political majorities are important frames for the political process that structure the conditions 

of agency, but these factors alone do not determine those conditions completely.  

 Our second thesis is that, according to the debate on new social risks, changing interest 

coalitions among parties and employers may influence the outcome of reform processes 

because the political agenda of both groups may shift. However, programmatic shifts and new 

alliances do not come about by themselves. Rather, such programmatic changes and 

adjustments are actively built.  

 Our third thesis posits that political leadership is necessary in building coalitions 

because active utilization of shifting interests through strategic behavior is a factor that pushes 

through reform. Using Elcock’s approach, we ask whether German decision-makers, especially 

the Minister of Family, were successful in their governing role in following a coherent political 

strategy? We focus here particularly on the issue of the extent to which the Minister 

(supported by the Chancellor) was able to build alliances with conservative voters, build 

strategic alliances with employers, and network with civil-society actors. In relation to the 

allegiance roles we ask how the reform was ‘sold’ to the public and to decision-makers 
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through an analysis of opinion polls concerning the popularity of the policy and of Minister von 

der Leyen as a person.  

 

3. Employed Parents and Public Childcare at the Center of Family Policy Reform 

In the following section we will first apply the veto player approach to the area of family policy 

and describe the two central reforms that have passed under the grand coalition and the 

leadership of Chancellor Angela Merkel and the Minister Ursula von der Leyen— the income-

dependent parenting benefit (2007) and the expansion of childcare facilities for children under 

3 years of age (2008).  

 

3.1 Veto Players in Family Policy 

Since the founding of the Family Ministry in 1953, West German family politics have been 

deeply influenced by the ideological controversy between the two largest parties. In general, 

family policy on the Right, coming from the Christian Democratic and Christian Social Union, 

has focused on the protection of marriage and family as institutions and encouraged the 

recognition of unpaid care work as a worthy undertaking. In the 1970s, the Social Democrats 

on the Left began to redefine the family more broadly as a type of household where children 

live together with the adults who care for them. This perspective on the family allowed for the 

emancipation of individual family members – especially women. However, the actual 

expansion of childcare was only moved forward half-heartedly by the Left in West Germany 

and the expansion of such facilities took place at a rate that lagged far behind other European 

nations (Gerlach 2004; Ostner 2006). Even unification, which brought the more developed 

childcare system of East Germany into the Federal Republic, did not push the dominant parties 

of the West to develop a more modern and unified position on family policies. Thus by the 

2002 election clear and deep differences between the positions of the Social Democrats and 

the Christian Democrats still existed (Ahrens and Blum 2009).  

 In the grand coalition the evasion of a compromise on the issue of family policy 

between Right and Left seemed more probable than the actual emergence of a broad reform 
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coalition. In the second chamber (Bundesrat), where the individual states (Länder) are 

represented, the grand coalition held an absolute majority of 35 votes until January 2009. 

Furthermore, both parties of the governing grand coalition (CDU/CSU and SPD) were 

represented on the federal level in some way. If we follow the Tsebelis argument, the 

governing majority in parliament would absorb the second chamber (Bundesrat) as a veto 

player. Wolfgang Merkel (2003) has noted that the internal cohesion of the Bundesrat can vary 

dramatically and that the political interests of the states and the federal government 

sometimes differ. This was also true in the case of family policy reform: the income-dependent 

parenting benefit passed the Bundesrat easily because differences among coalition partners 

were resolved through internal co-ordination before the law came up for a general vote. On 

the other hand, the expansion of childcare facilities produced massive conflicts in the 

Bundesrat, because the interests, rights, and finances of the states themselves were clearly 

affected (see below). 

Additional  – and indirect – veto players in German family policy are traditionally the 

churches, particularly the Catholic Church. Catholic social teachings have had a strong 

influence in the development of the German welfare state, especially in regards to the family. 

However, the traditional ‘alliance between Catholicism and CDU’ (Kaufmann 2003, 136) was 

unable to reach a discursive dominance in the case of recent family reforms, despite the fact 

that the Bavarian CSU worked hard to support the traditional division of labor between 

husband and wife. Of central importance here was that the Minister of Family was able to pull 

the employers into an alliance on the issue of parental leave, arguing for a modernization of 

family policy due to economic and demographic needs (Henninger, Wimbauer and 

Dombrowski 2008). Because advocating for immigration is not a politically viable option in 

Germany, von der Leyen argued for the mobilization of underutilized female labor, especially 

mothers. The family friendly nature of the reform was intended to lead to an increase in the 

German birth rate, thus producing more children as a kind of human capital.  

In this debate, the already weakened unions played no important role and neither did 

the Supreme Court. In the past, the court had repeatedly taken on the issue of family policy 

because deep blockages forced the parties to call on the court to play the decision-maker 
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(Gerlach 2004, 168), but this time the court was not called upon and thus did not enter the 

stage as a veto player. 

 

3.2 The Parental Leave Reform (2007): The Result of New Interest Coalitions 

The child-raising benefit (Erziehungsgeld) introduced by the conservative government in 1986 

was reformed several times over the years that followed. The duration of the leave was 

lengthened to three years, with the first two financially supported by a means-tested benefit 

and the third year unpaid. Eligibility depended on the income of the household and income 

eligibility levels were decreased repeatedly.3 These specific reforms were introduced to uphold 

the male breadwinner model and not to produce effective gender equality. In 2001, the last 

reform of the red-green coalition remodeled the policy into a parental leave, adapting to the 

directives of the European Union (Bothfeld 2006, 36). It conceived parental leave as an 

individual social right, introduced the possibility of both parents using their leave funds 

simultaneously, and allowed longer weekly work-hours for parents (from 19 to 30 hours). 

Besides the standard variant of the benefit  (which consisted of a maximum monthly payment 

of 300 Euro over two years) the 2001 reform introduced an additional budget variant that 

increased payments to 450 Euro if parents chose to reduce their leave to one year.  

However, this reform left multiple problems unsolved. For example, it did not succeed 

in increasing take-up rates by fathers, which continued to linger between 3 to 5 percent 

(Bothfeld 2006, 29). Many considered the 3-year duration of the parental leave to be the 

decisive reason for the lengthy interruption of careers by mothers, which led to serious 

difficulties for job reentry. Also, the continued scarcity of public childcare in West Germany, 

coupled with incentives in favor of the male breadwinner model through joint taxation of 

married couples, still produced hurdles for mothers who wished to return into the labor 

market.  

In 2000, the European Union member states met in Lisbon and agreed to raise the 

employment rate of women to 60%. Two years later, at a meeting in Barcelona, a goal was 

established to provide sufficient childcare facilities for 90% of children over 3 years old and 

33% of children under 3 years old. Both goals were supposed to be reached by 2010. However, 
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adoption to EU standards was not a dominant topic in the national debate in Germany 

(Henninger et al. 2008). Rather, the discourse centered on the low birthrate that was 

increasingly embraced as a societal problem that demanded reforms (Hardmeier and von Wahl 

2007; Leitner 2008a). In short, during the first legislative period of the red-green government, 

parental leave policy did not address serious problems at the core of the system, but rather 

tinkered with secondary characteristics, such as length and extent of transfer payments.  

During the second legislative period of the red-green government (2002-2005) family 

policy was put on the table again by Family Minister Renate Schmidt. Ideas and assessments 

for the new discourse on family policy originated from two expert reports that were conducted 

for the family ministry on the issue of ‘sustainable family policy’ (Bertram, Rösler and Ehlert 

2005; Rürup and Gruescu 2003). Both reports recommended an income-dependent parental 

leave program in order to achieve an increase in female employment and to boost the 

birthrate through a combination of financial transfers and time-infrastructure policy. Bernd 

Rürup und Sandra Gruescu (2003, 56f) essentially designed a plan for ‘sustainable family 

policy’ that was later actualized through government action. Rürup und Gruescu 

recommended that the parenting benefit be set at 67% of the prior income (after taxes) and 

be limited to 12 months in order to specifically entice the well-qualified and well-earning 

women to have children by lowering the opportunity costs for this group. The law regulating 

the expansion of childcare under red-green (Jan 1, 2005) already introduced a new direction in 

the care under 3 year olds, but the plan for the momentous reform of income-dependent 

parental leave, a popular policy in Scandinavian countries, was kept under lock because the 

left government coalition feared massive resistance from the conservatives who held a 

majority in the second chamber.iii  

 In 2005, the grand coalition of CDU/CSU and SPD came into power with the first female 

Chancellor of Germany, Angela Merkel. This coalition began a new reform of the parenting 

benefit with three goals: first, to separate out the basic needs of parents of the sometimes 

disparaged social welfare transfers; second, to allow mothers easier access to and 

continuation of employment; and third, to foster the participation of fathers in care work 

(CDU, CSU und SPD, 2005: 117). Under the grand coalition, the new income-dependent 

parenting benefit was not questioned because policy-makers had agreed to modernize and 
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they thus seized on the concept of a ‘sustainable family policy’. A heated debate exploded only 

over the new ‘daddy-months’, a two-month leave exclusively for fathers, which was 

disparaged by the conservatives as a governmental intrusion into the private sphere of the 

family. Leaders of the party jokingly referred to the ‘daddy months’ as ‘swaddling-

internships’.iv  

 But the conservative wing of the party was on the defense. Family Minister von der 

Leyen— a popular member of the CDU, the daughter of a former conservative governor, and 

herself a mother of seven— was not easy to dismiss as an enemy of the traditional family. 

Furthermore public, opinion polls showed that Ursula von der Leyen not only communicated 

the reform effectively, but also was one of the most-liked politicians in Germany.v In a 

democracy that is ever more focused on the media, the conditions of successful leadership 

change and, in her relations with the public and the media, von der Leyen showed a highly 

developed skill. (Helms 2000) She was able to describe and present her political ideas and 

policies effectively and thus mobilize increasing support. Additionally, and in contrast to earlier 

administrations, is that during these reforms the Family Minister had the full support of 

Chancellor Merkel.  

Von der Leyen also garnered support through well-planned public appearances and 

through co-ordination with the representatives of employer groups and local initiatives, 

termed ‘Alliance for the Family’ (Klammer and Létablier 2008; Leitner 2008b). In her public 

appearances, she underscored the importance of a stable birthrate and reminded employers 

of the disadvantages of a scarcity of skilled workers for the overall economy. Through this 

coordinating discourse (Schmidt 2002) and its clearly articulated arguments von der Leyen was 

able to bring employers on board, even though that group traditionally functioned as an ally of 

the Right. As a result, internal party opponents caved in.  In response to the clearly dissatisfied 

Christian Social Union, however, the coalition agreed in 2006 that the daddy-months had to be 

seen as a bonus, not an integral part of the leave. 

 If we analyze the parental-leave reform through the lens of veto player theory, it is 

especially noteworthy that the second chamber (Bundesrat) was neutralized as a potential 

veto player. However, this neutralization does not explain why the conservative party adopted 

a new policy. Our analysis shows that for the first time there are substantial overlaps in the 
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positions of the two large governing parties: the conservative Minister of Family adapted a 

reform idea from the red-green coalition, and so undermined opposition from the Left. Even 

members of the SPD (including the former Chancellor) who had disparaged family and 

women’s policy as ‘nonsense’ did not want to be surpassed by the modernizers among the 

conservatives.  However, while the Social Democrats acted as one, the political forces on the 

Right started to disintegrate.  Mainstream conservatives and the public supported the reform, 

but von der Leyen herself came under harsh criticism from her own party. These were first 

signs that the Christian Social Union on the far right of the coalition was testing their own 

ability to be a veto player (Richardt 2008; von Wahl 2008).  

The discourse on human capital, which flanked the reform from the beginning, also 

allowed for the development of a new interest coalition--employer associations and the 

traditional allies of the Right supported the change. Sigrid Leitner (2008b) identifies a ‘strategic 

economizing’ of family policy under the Family Minister von der Leyen. Through this reform, 

we can also demonstrate the utility of the new social risk literature, because the coalition with 

employers (as indirect veto player) had a positive effect on the introduction of the reform. The 

success of the parental leave reform is thus a result of: First, a coherent strategy by von der 

Leyen – i.e. her governing role; second, public opinion polls that further strengthened both her 

appearance of representing the interests of voters and her ability to build effective societal 

networks (governance role), and third, her ability to communicate and present a positive 

image through the media and her capacity to build firm majorities in the voting process in 

parliament (allegiance role). Taken together, these three factors clearly demonstrate the 

importance of successful leadership at multiple levels.  

 

 

3.3 The Expansion of Childcare (2008): Blocking of Institutional Veto players 

 

Shortly after the parental leave reform was accomplished, the ministry focused its energies on 

the already announced expansion of childcare. Again, this was an objective that stood in 

precise contrast to the former family politics of the Right, where public childcare for very 
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young children had been consistently disparaged. In the coalition agreement of Social 

Democrats and Conservatives on the issue of reconciliation, the introduction of a legal right to 

childcare for small children (starting at 2 years) had been declared a possibility in the event 

that individual communities lagged behind in realizing their promises to expand childcare by 

2010 (CDU, CSU und SPD 2005, 113). In February 2007, the ministry announced its goal to raise 

the total number of care facilities for small children to 750,000 by 2013. By then, every third 

child under the age of 3 should either have a place in a childcare facility or be under the care of 

a professional child minder, thus fulfilling both EU recommendations and demographic needs. 

 In a polemic response to this proposal, the Catholic Bishop of the Bavarian city of 

Augsburg accused von der Leyen of attempting to ‘degrade women into birthing machines’. 

Chancellor Merkel, herself the daughter of a pastor and thoroughly knowledgeable about the 

importance of the Catholic Church for the conservative parties, nevertheless put her support 

behind these reforms, as did other leading politicians from the Right and Left. While some 

other Catholic dignitaries supported the critique of the reform,vi Cardinal Lehmann of the 

German Conference of Catholic Bishops welcomed the expansion of state-sponsored childcare, 

as did the head of the Protestant church.vii 

 At a ‘crèche-summit’ in April 2007, the federal Family Minister and her state-level 

colleagues agreed to put the expansion of childcare facilities on a fast-track, despite opposition 

from factions of her own party (particularly the CSU). In this case, von der Leyen demonstrated 

some particularly savvy negotiation skills when she offered federal government assistance in 

underwriting parts of additional costs to   local communities.viii As a result, the coalition agreed 

to an objective of 750,000 new childcare spaces by 2013, as well as the legal right to such a 

place and a possible care credit payment of 150 Euros for mothers who were taking care of 

their children at home.ix Although von der Leyen was initially opposed to the CSU-inspired care 

credit as counterproductive relative to the overall objectives of the childcare reform, she 

accepted the compromise. 

In the summer of 2007, however, conservative critics of this second reform became 

more vocal. Interestingly enough, the debate did not divide conservatives along the usual lines 

of Christian Democrats from the north and the Christian Social Union from the south, but 

instead opened along gender lines. At the state level, male party leaders introduced a position 
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paper entitled  ‘Modern Conservatism’ into the debate over the new party program of the 

CDU.x They demanded a stronger conservative profile and criticized the expansion of childcare 

as one-sided, arguing that most families cared for their children at home and did not want a 

public service.  In direct contrast to this logic, prominent female members of the southern 

wing of the conservative party criticized the care credit for encouraging supporting stay-at-

home motherhood and argued for reconciliation of the roles of mother and employee.xi 

In August of 2008 the federal government came to an agreement with the states 

regarding the expansion of facilities and the legal right to a space in such a facility, promising 

to provide financial support at the lower level (a highly unusual arrangement for the German 

federal structure). 2.15 billion Euros were made available for the expansion of childcare 

facilities, although a special agreement stated that the financial support to the states would 

evaporate if states and the federal level could not reach a final legislative deal by the end of 

2008. Decisions concerning the deeply contested care credit were delayed until 2013.xii 

While the heated debate about the unwelcome care credit for stay-at-home mothers 

continued behind closed doors (the Social-Democrats viewed this policy as undermining efforts 

for gender equality and female employment),xiii the CDU threatened to derail the whole 

reform. In the end, the reform was passed with the tentative inclusion of the care credit.xiv The 

Family Ministry then successfully worked out the significant ‘Child-Promotion-Law’ 

(Kinderförderungsgesetz, short KiFöG), which will considerably improve the availability of 

public childcare in western Germany over the foreseeable future. 

In contrast to the case of the income-dependent parenting benefit, employers played 

no role as indirect veto player in the case of childcare expansion. . The conflict centered on the 

backdoor introduction of the conservative care credit.  The conservative wing explicitly 

demanded that there be a link between the legal right to a place in a childcare facility and the 

introduction of the care credit, and was able to do push this forward as a party veto player. 

This time the right wing of the conservative party was able to mobilize, in particular the party’s 

male members (of which there are many), and to push the ‘home-maker credit’ through 

against female party members and Minister von der Leyen. Both cities and municipalities 

criticized the legal right to a childcare space, as they feared rising costs and a possible flood of 

legal claims from parents. 
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 In contrast to the involvement of employers and local alliances in parental leave 

reform, no new coalition was involved in pushing through an extension of childcare facilities. In 

this case, the veto players described by Tsebelis played a central role: the conflict between the 

federal government over the stay-at-home care credit blocked the reform process and 

weakened the internal cohesion of the Right. Timing probably explains some of this resistance: 

while opponents were still stunned by the emergence and quick progress the initial reforms 

and the introduction of  ‘daddy months,’ by 2008 they had time to agree on certain political 

‘no-go zones’. Vocal support for the more conservative fringe also came from some in the 

Catholic Church. Additionally, representatives of the states were wary of increased costs and 

legal liabilities.  

Nevertheless, even in this dicey case von der Leyen mobilized sufficient political 

support by including the states and municipalities and the members of the Federal Council. 

What was the carrot that enticed the states to go along? The support of the lower level was 

literally bought through agreements on federal financial support for construction and 

personnel. A stick was also used to achieve an agreement: all monies would disappear if no 

deal would be struck by the end of the year 2008. In the meantime, the idea of the stay-at-

home care credit had blossomed and a majority of the population liked the idea of additional 

funds for stay-at-home mothers, who continue to comprise a large group in Germany (Institut 

für Demoskopie Allensbach 2008; Prognos 2008). The compromise was a success for von der 

Leyen as the larger reform will ultimately lead to considerably more access to childcare and 

puts family policy in Germany on a different track for the future by shifting the emphasis to 

reconciliation of family and work. 

 

4. How the Conservative Minister Outplayed the Conservative Veto players 

The reform of the conservative welfare state happened due to a combination of favorable 

factors, such as the large majority in the grand coalition, the building of new alliances, and the 

deft political leadership of Family Minister von der Leyen. In the case of the first reform, von 

der Leyen successfully out-maneuvered the right wing of her own party by underscoring the 

commonality of interests with employers, speaking to the preferences of the younger German 
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generation, building new civil-society coalitions on the local level, and selling the reform 

strategically to the media. In the case of the second reform, she received the support of the 

states, an important veto player, by including them in the debates early on and promising 

substantial aid for the expansion of childcare. Thus the Family Minister grasped the 

opportunity of the hour. Her strategic actions, i.e. her political leadership qualities, pushed 

forward reforms that changed both the face of conservative family policy and the shape of 

Germany as a conservative welfare state. She played the right and left wing of her party 

against each other when necessary and won out in the end.  

 Events connected to these reforms allow us to observe a certain internal corrosion of 

conservatism in Germany: parts of the Catholic Church and the more traditional men in the 

CDU and CSU ended up on one side of the divide. Conservatives of the middle, female party 

members, the Social Democrats, many employers, and the majority of voters were on the 

other side of the debate. The agreement of various groups and positions on this issue is an 

example of a value-coalition and of bridge building between different class interests, each of 

which are seen as characteristic for the politics of new social risks (Bonoli 2005; Häusermann 

2006). A grand coalition seems to have fostered this kind of alliance building and so it is 

possible that this causal chain may be an anomaly. Indeed, the coalition ended in 2009 with 

the election of a new CDU-Free Democrats government, whose politics point into a neo-liberal 

direction. Importantly, recent cuts in social spending in the wake of the global financial crisis 

threaten to undermine the carefully developed discourse on the new family policy and on 

plans for its future expansion.xv  

Institutional theories, like the veto player approach, cannot by themselves explain the 

significant reforms in Germany. The conditions under a grand coalition were necessary but not 

sufficient to produce such broad changes. Even if the government held a majority in both 

chambers, there were other significant fissures, especially on the right wing of the governing 

coalition and between the federal government and states. In addition, conflict-theory and 

interest-theory may explain the shifting views of the employers and the decisive role of Family 

Minister von der Leyen, but these factors still do not offer comprehensive causation. We argue 

here that including the concept of political leadership produces a more comprehensive 

explanation, and that a full explanation is not possible without focusing on the critical 
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elements of how leaders create and utilize changing alliances through strategic action and 

discourse. 

 Coming back to Elcock (2001), we conclude that Family Minister von der Leyen was 

successful in her governing role as ‘planning and priority-leader’-- while she did not develop 

new objectives, she took over the progressive ideas from the former red-green Minister of 

Family Renate Schmidt. The economic discourse of the family was mobilized as an issue of 

‘sustainability’ where progress and stability were understood as necessary for keeping 

Germany in its place as a European economic powerhouse. This discourse then produced a 

coherent definition of the problem with seemingly logical solutions. Von der Leyen’s ideas 

conveyed pragmatism rather than normative emotionalism, an approach that was particularly 

effective in garnering support from employers (Leitner 2008; von Wahl, 2008).  

 In her governance role, von der Leyen expanded earlier ‘alliances for the family’ and 

built strategic bridges. In her allegiance role she also acted shrewdly, bringing in relevant 

actors early and balancing a give-and-take through complex but working compromises that 

ultimately achieved all necessary majorities in both the parliament and the federal council 

through patient co-ordination. Also constructive in this ‘Nixon goes to China’ situation was the 

continued support of these reforms by Chancellor Angela Merkel. As a former East German 

long familiar with a comprehensive reconciliation policy for women, Merkel did not have the 

same ideological zeal as Westerners to impede such reforms. Also, while monitoring the 

effects of the reform, von der Leyen showed strong communicative leadership qualities, 

employing public opinion polls and other measures to demonstrate her broad public support 

against those who believed she was a traitor of the conservative cause.  

 Due to her political leadership qualities, von der Leyen succeeded in out-maneuvering 

the veto players and undermining the traditional familialism of the conservative German 

welfare state to introduce a reconciliation approach to family policy. Since the last federal 

election and the emergence of the new conservative-liberal, she has strengthened her position 

as an effective political leader and has taken over the powerful Ministry of Labor, which has 

the largest budget of any federal division (143 billion €). In June 2010 the Family Minister was 

even discussed as a possible candidate for the position of the German Head of State. However, 

the German Presidency is a ceremonial role in which von der Leyen would have been limited to 
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communicating with the public and representing the state, as opposed to developing and 

coordinating significant political and social reforms. And, as we have demonstrated here, it is 

in this role that she is most profoundly effective.  
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i
  Häusermann compares four pension- and family-related policy reforms in Germany and Switzerland 

between 1992 and 2001. We only refer to the last family-related reform in Germany in 2001. 
3
  In 2001, the taxable income of couples with one child had to be below 30,000 Euro in the first six 

months after childbirth, and that of single parents under 23,000; maternity benefit was counted as 

income. After this the income ceiling fell to 16,500 and 13,500 Euro, respectively. For each further 

child, the income limits rose by 3,140 Euro. In the budget offer, the income ceilings were lower.  
iii

  Already in the first year after the election of 1998 that brought the red-green coalition into 

government, the majority in the second chamber (Bundestag) shifted to the conservative parties (see 

http://www.election.de/ltw99.html). Since then, the Schroeder government needed the support of the 

opposition to push through laws that needed the consent of the second chamber. 
4 

 Süddeutsche Zeitung, 27.04.2006: „Streitpunkt Elterngeld. Gegen das „Wickelvolontariat‟‟ [„Conflict 

on Parental Leave Benefit. Against the ‚Swaddling Internships‟‟]. 
v
  In the year of the parental leave reform (2006) Ursula von der Leyen was ranked regulalry among the 

top 10 of the most important German politicians in monthly polls by the survey and research 

institute ‘Forschungsgruppe Wahlen’ 

(www.forschungsgrupp.de/Umfragen_und_Publikationen/Politbarometer_2006/). Despite major 

economic and political crises in 2009-2010 she ranks still high as the number two, according to the 

ZDF-Politbarometer, Süddeutsche Zeitung, 15.06.2010, p. 3: ‘Die flambierte Frau’ [‘The flambéed 

woman’]. 

vi
 Süddeutsche Zeitung, 23.02.07: ‚Gebärmaschinen-Vorwurf: Kardinal Meisner teilt Mixas Meinung 

„in der Sache“‟ [‚Birthing-machines accusation: Cardinal Meisner shares Mixas opinion‟]. 
vii

  Süddeutsche Zeitung, 24.02.07: ‚Streit um Krippen: Harsche Kritik an Bischof Mixa‟ [‚Conflict over 

crèches: Harsh critique on Bishop Mixa‟]. 
viii

  Süddeutsche Zeitung, 03.04.07: ‚Familienministerin von der Leyen setzt sich durch: Eine halbe 

Million neuer Krippenplätze‟ [‚Family Minister von der Leyen has her way: Half a million new 

childcare places in crèches‟]. 
ix

  Süddeutsche Zeitung, 19.05.07: ‚Betreuungsgeld stößt auf SPD-Kritik‟ [‚Care credit produces 

criticism from the SPD‟]. 
x
  Die Welt, 06.10.2007: „”Junge Leute wollen kein Einheitsgesülze“. Stuttgarter CDU-Chef Mappus 

über Profil und Familienpolitik der Union. [„Young people don‟t want uniformity-babble“. Stuttgart‟s 

head of the CDU Mappus on the profile of family policy in the party‟] 
xi

  Süddeutsche Zeitung, 08.08.07: ‚Betreuungsgeld: CSU-Frauen fallen Stoiber in den Rücken‟ [‚Care 

credit: CSU-women attack Stoiber from behind‟]. 
xii

  Süddeutsche Zeitung, 29.08.07: ‚Jedes Kind hat Anspruch auf einen Krippenplatz‟ [‚Every child has a 

claim to a spot in a crèche‟]. 
xiii

  Süddeutsche Zeitung, 08.02.08: „Krippengesetz steckt fest. Koalition streitet wieder über das 

Betreuungsgeld‟ [„Law on childcare is stuck. Coalition fights again over the care credit‟]. 
xiv Die Welt vom 08.02.2008: ‚SPD blockiert Gesetzentwurf zum Krippenausbau. Betreuungsgeld spaltet 

die Regierungskoalition’ [‚SPD blocks law on expansion of crèches. Care credit divides the governing 

coalition’]. 

xv
 The government plans to cut spending for family policy by 600 billion € per year by eliminating access 

to the parental leave benefit for the recipients of social welfare and by changes in the upper income 
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ceiling (www.focus.de, 07.06.2010: „Koalition beschließt 80-Milliarden-Sparpaket‟ [„Government 

coalition plans 80 billion cuts‟]). 
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